Community
Needs and Vision
Frederick is a community that values a variety of
parks, trails, and open spaces. Those values were
captured through community input and informed
the community vision. Furthermore, preliminary
needs and opportunities were identified and
discussed with the advisory groups to determine
the right level of service to provide in the Town,
and what is needed to do so. This chapter identifies
the community’s priorities, vision and goals that
inform the recommendations and implementation
strategy for parks, trails, and open space.

Key Takeaways from Visioning Questionnaire

Community Input Process
Throughout the planning process the

vision for the future. In July 2020, residents,

Town sought input from the public, key

workers, and visitors participated in the online

stakeholders, and interest groups to identify

survey/questionnaire, with results from 305

community needs and priorities for the POST

participants. See Appendix C for a complete

Master Plan. Input was received through a

summary of the questionnaire.

•

There is a strong desire for improved/new support amenities (benches, shade
structures, etc.), better landscaping and trail maintenance (goat heads), and more
shaded area in parks and trails (trees, structures).

•

Respondents identified park facilities that are currently missing and needed,
including extraordinary play features (e.g., nature play, water play, destination play
areas), challenge elements (e.g., climbing wall, bike skills course, zip lines) and a
community outdoor swimming pool.

•

There is a need for trail connections to major destinations and neighborhoods
including Downtown, Wyndham Hill and neighboring communities.

•

About ¼ of respondents’ favorite park is outside of Frederick, but FRA,
Centennial Park and the Legacy Trail are favorites in Town.

•

While the most common value identified for parks, open space and trails is
enhancing safety, values relating to better walking and biking environments,
incorporating more natural features, and making facilities and places accessible
for all ages and abilities were highly regarded by respondents.

•

Unique recreational opportunities identified by respondents included
opportunities for winter outdoor activities (sledding/ski hill), challenge elements,
and more local paved trails in Frederick connecting to parks, schools, and key
destinations.

•

There is an identified need for more parks and trails west of I-25 with safe trail
connections crossing the interstate.

•

Frederick residents identify the need to upgrade standard play features with
the desire for more exciting play experiences for kids of all ages (destination
playgrounds, nature play, climbing wall, etc.).

•

Respondents were mostly neutral when discussing whether open space should be
preserved or developed yet were in favor of adding more protected open spaces
with off-street trails that are open and accessible to the public.

•

Dog parks were not identified as a missing feature, yet respondents were vocal in
wanting a bigger dog park, like the one in Firestone.

•

The survey captured results from all Frederick neighborhoods except for the
developing areas of Silverstone and Hidden Creek, and most respondents were
from Wyndham Hill and Carriage Hills / Maplewood.

variety of methods due to COVID 19-related
impacts. The Frederick community and

FREDERICK STAFF MEETINGS

stakeholders were engaged through an online

Early in the planning process meetings

questionnaire, staff meetings, advisory group

were held with Public Works, Planning, and

work sessions and presentations, intercept

Communications staff to provide direction for

events, and a public prioritization workshop as

updating Frederick’s POST Master Plan.

noted below.

COMMUNITY VISIONING
QUESTIONNAIRE

ADVISORY GROUPS
Throughout the planning process, three key
advisory groups provided ongoing project

Community members and park and trail

direction and reviewed deliverables to ensure

users were encouraged to give input to help

that the Master Plan reflected community

identify community needs and establish a

The Community Visioning Questionnaire asked for park, open space and trail input on
visitation, specific needs, and systemwide goals.
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priorities and needs. See Appendix C for

two of the Town’s most popular summertime

meeting summaries. The groups included:

events involved hundreds of youth and adults

A Project Leadership Team (PLT) included
staff representatives from Town departments
to ensure the technical accuracy of the
plan. This group met numerous times with
consultants throughout the planning process.
The POST Commission is made up of seven
appointed members and Town staff who
provided direction for the planning process.
In four meetings, POST Commission members
identified the strengths, weaknesses,
opportunities and challenges for the POST
system; defined community needs, strategic
moves, and priorities; and reviewed and
revised the Draft Plan.

in voting for their top priority projects for
enhancing the POST system. By taking the
planning process out to preexisting events,
the PLT captured important feedback from
park and trail users. See Appendix C for a
summary of intercept results. The events
included:
Finale Fridays & Frederick Market was held
at Crist Park throughout the summer of 2020.
The PLT gained feedback from approximately
50 people (primarily engaging residents) and

Centennial Park from July 15 - 18, 2020. The

PRIORITIZATION WORKSHOP
AND SURVEY

PLT gained feedback from approximately 75

Launched during the end of August 2020, the

people (primarily engaging residents and

in-person prioritization workshop and online

some visitors) and asked them to respond to

survey received 214 responses. In person

informational and interactive display boards

participants were given a presentation and

and a coloring activity for children ages 12 and

asked to participate in a prioritization exercise.

under.

The same exercise was provided online to

Chainsaws and Chuckwagons was held at

Community Tour & Talks were held in various
neighborhoods during the summer of 2020.
At some of these events folks were invited to
provide Master Plan feedback.

survey participants asking how they would
allocate funds between different types of
projects, thereby identifying funding priorities.
See Appendix C for a complete summary of
the workshop and survey.

asked them to respond to informational and
interactive display boards and a coloring
activity for children ages 12 and under.

The Board of Trustees were engaged twice
during the process to review the existing
system analysis, share their preliminary ideas,
and review the draft plan.
In addition, the Planning Commission
received regular updates about the planning
process and were instrumental in reviewing
the Master Plan before it was finalized for
adoption.

INTERCEPT EVENTS
From May to July 2020, residents and
parks users were intercepted by the PLT at

The Prioritization Survey and Workshop helped the Town determine which capital projects
were most important to residents.

five events over six days to share project
information and to help prioritize needs for
parks, trails, and open space. Activities at
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Community Input Themes

POST Commission Quote:

The key themes that emerged from the

Residents would like to see an expanded trail

outreach activities are summarized below.

and bike route network that links to adjacent

This input helped identify ways for the Town

communities and regional destinations. As

to improve and invest in its parks, trails, and

such, strengthening and establishing public

open spaces.

and private partnerships are vital to improving
regional trail connectivity. Frederick residents

TRAILS AND CONNECTIONS

find that the most needed trail facility is off-

Frederick’s trail network is highly popular

street paved trails primarily used for biking,

with residents. In fact, according to the

walking, rollerblading, and skateboarding.

questionnaire, it is tied as the most frequently
used type of facility with parks. The
popularity of trails stems from the diverse
uses they support. While trails are essential
in connecting people to parks and other
destinations in Town, they also offer valued
opportunities for active recreation, including
walking, biking, and jogging.
Outreach participants indicated that adding
more trails that link neighborhoods to

87%

of questionnaire respondents

have used the TRAILS and
PATHWAYS in Frederick
in the past year

NATURE BENEFITS
Parks, open space, and trails are more

"Bring back the native and low water plants habitat
that used to thrive in Colorado fields"

important than ever since people are
staying closer to home during the COVID-19
pandemic. Frederick residents rely on these
important places as a way of connecting to
nature and experiencing the outdoors. Being

While opportunities exist to purchase,

surrounded by trees, plants, and wildlife was

preserve, and improve access to open space,

noted in the questionnaire as one of the most

the Town is also looking for opportunities to

compelling reasons to visit a Frederick Park

incorporate nature-based experiences into

or trail. Furthermore, most questionnaire

its parks and trails. The Town’s parks could

respondents are in support of the Town

better highlight existing natural amenities and

acquiring and preserving more open space

tree cover, adding to its “natural capital” and

and making the areas open to the public.

quality of life. Enhanced connections to nature

As such, expanding access to nature is a top

also support environmental education and

priority for Frederick’s residents.

improve overall health and wellness.

Figure 4: Questionnaire Results: How do you perceive Town-owned open spaces?

community destinations is a major priority.

Figure 3: Questionnaire Results: What would make you use trails, pathways, or bikeways
more frequently?
Participants set a slide scale to weight their preference on each topic.
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POST Commission Quotes:

PARK FEATURES AND
OPPORTUNITIES

"Choose new park facilities that cater to kids who
enjoy park activities differently, for example, art and
music components"

Community members desire a variety of
recreation activities and experiences in their
parks. Outreach participants indicated that
they would like to see new play features
for all ages such as, large destination play

"Diversify park facilities for different demographics,
like children, young adults, older adults, seniors"

POST Commission Quote:

QUALITY-OF-LIFE

"Frederick attracts residents and visitors through its
quality of life attributes"

Frederick residents recognize that parks,
open space, and trails are critical to providing
quality-of-life benefits. These include
recreation and social opportunities, as

" Provide more nature-based opportunities all
parks, e.g., pollinator patches"

well as support for Frederick’s beauty and
exercising and taking children to play are

Outreach participants indicated that Frederick

the most compelling reasons to visit a park

parks are missing diverse park attractions such

or trail. Furthermore, neighborhood parks,

as water-based recreation (e.g., paddle board,

parks, natural areas, sport courts, playgrounds,

trails, and greenways are used weekly, if not

boat rentals), winter outdoor activities (e.g.,

and support amenities (e.g., shade structures,

daily, by most of Frederick residents. As such,

sledding hill, ice skating, snowshoe/cross-

benches, picnic tables, etc.). Replacing old

many residents value the simple quality-of-life

country trail), and challenge elements (e.g.,

facilities with diverse amenities or improving

benefits found in their neighborhoods.

climbing wall, bike skills course, zip lines).

existing park features will allow residents

Among other ideas, participants would like

to engage with these spaces in a more

MAINTENANCE AND CONDITION

to see improved park facilities such as dog

meaningful way.

Enhancing the quality, maintenance and

Top 5 Priority Projects

Figure 6: Questionnaire Results: Most compelling
reasons to visit a park or trail

identity. The online questionnaire noted that

areas, water play, nature play, and music play.

Top 3

most compelling reasons
to visit a Trail or Park

1.

Getting exercise

2.

Taking children to play

3.

Being surrounded by trees, plants, and wildlife

Figure 7: Questionnaire Results: What needs
improvement in Frederick’s parks?

comfort of Town parks, open spaces, and

from the
Prioritization Survey

1.

Provide water-based recreation (paddle board, rentals, etc.) and improve water quality at Milavec Lake

2.

Plant more shade trees in parks to establish a tree canopy

3.

Formalize a sledding hill

4.

Create a large destination play area with challenging equipment (ninja warrior course, climbing wall,
bike pump track, etc.)

5.

Add more seating, shade, art, and play opportunities along trails

trails is a top priority of community members.
Outreach participants indicated that support
amenities such as restrooms, shade structures,
benches, tables and drinking fountains should
be improved. Furthermore, many residents
prioritized upgrading play equipment in older
parks and establishing and maintaining more

from the
Prioritization Workshop

conservation space to encourage wildlife

1.

Provide water-based recreation (paddle board, rentals, etc.) and improve water quality at
Milavec Lake

allow the Frederick POST system to function

2.

Plant more shade trees in parks to establish a tree canopy

better, achieving greater support from users

3.

Establish a softball/baseball complex that can host tournaments

for general park activities.

4.

Establish and maintain more conservation space to encourage wildlife habitat

5.

Add trails along Bella Rosa Pkwy and Hwy 52 to connect Town east to west (improved
crossings at I-25)

habitat. Improved amenities and sites will

Figure 5: Prioritization Workshop and Survey Results
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Neighborhood-Serving Park Access:

Community Needs
Frederick owns 936 acres of parks, open
spaces, and trail corridors. To determine
whether more park land and trails are needed,
a needs assessment evaluated needs for
park land and trail corridors. The evaluation
included the following:
•

•

•

Access to Neighborhood-Serving Parks:
An access analysis evaluated park land
distribution and access based on the
actual routes and distances people travel
to reach neighborhood-serving parks from
their homes. A neighborhood-serving park
is one that provides essential play space
and social gathering space to meet closeto home recreation needs.
Park Land Level of Service: Level of
service (LOS) is a metric used to guide
the amount of park land provided in a
community. It is presented as a ratio of
park acres per 1,000 residents served. It is
calculated based on the current inventory
and current and future population to
identify acreage needs. This analysis
considered the amount of new acreage
that would need to be acquired and/or
developed to provide the desired level of
service for Frederick.
Trail Corridor Analysis: Using GIS
data, existing, planned, and proposed
trail routes were mapped to identify
connectivity opportunities and needs.
These opportunities were vetted to
determine the most realistic options for
expanding trails in the Town.

ACCESS TO NEIGHBORHOODSERVING PARKS
As a community-oriented place that values
its residents’ quality of life, the Town of
Frederick’s commitment to providing and
maintaining neighborhood parks responds
to one of many community needs. As such,
Frederick’s neighborhood parks are the most
common park type found in Town. Most
neighborhoods have at least one park with
standard neighborhood-serving facilities and
amenities such as playgrounds and picnic
shelters. Many of these parks are owned
and maintained by the Town of Frederick.
Furthermore, numerous mini parks provide
neighborhood-serving facilities to Frederick
residents. Likewise, the southeastern portion
of Frederick Recreation Area and the eastern
side of Centennial Park offer amenities that
cater to nearby residents. Map 3 locates
and analyzes all neighborhood-serving parks
owned by the Town of Frederick.
Some recreation opportunities are provided
by HOA owned and operated parks. These
parks and their area served are also shown in
Map 3. However, the quality of these parks
and park facilities vary more so than Town
parks. Parks that are lacking neighborhoodserving amenities are identified for HOA
and Town parks in Map 3. Opportunities
to provide better or more facilities at the

Access and gaps to neighborhood-serving
parks are shown in Map 3. The access areas
or “walksheds” are shown as polygons,
representing the Town’s park access standards
of a 1/3 mile to neighborhood parks and a 1/5
mile to mini parks. These walksheds consider all
points of entry into the neighborhood-serving
parks and use the street network for access
routes. Large residential areas beyond these
thresholds to a neighborhood-serving park are
considered gaps in park access. The existing gap
areas are shown on the map and identified with
a letter or number. Each area is further assessed
in a companion table (Table 4) to determine what
other recreation opportunities exist.

serving parks should be developed and
maintained at a high standard.
Note: This analysis includes future parks
that will be constructed as development
occurs. Each park is expected to contain
neighborhood-serving facilities/amenities
based on the current knowledge of their
programming and design.
Overall, 67% of Fredericks residents are served
by neighborhood-serving facilities within 1/3mile of neighborhood parks and 1/5-mile of
mini parks. This exceeds the national average
of 55% of residents with 1/2-mile (10-minute
walk) of a park. By national standards, the
Town is far exceeding expectations. However,
33% of the current population lack park
access, per Frederick’s standards. As such,
residential gap areas were identified and
assessed. These gap areas show existing or
developing residential land beyond the Town’s
1/3-mile of neighborhood parks and 1/5-mile
of mini parks. While these gap areas persist
across Town, immediate need to fill them may
not be needed, see Table 4 for detailed land
use and opportunities descriptions.
•

Establishing new parks with
neighborhood-serving facilities as areas
develop, e.g., underutilized park land or
Town-owned vacant lots offer the potential
to develop new park facilities.

•

Improve existing park access, e.g.,
establishing better bike and pedestrian
connections to existing parks such as
neighborhood cut through trails.

Areas in most need of neighborhood-serving
parks are highlighted in Table 4. Identified
gaps can be reduced by:
•

Addressing facility needs at existing
Frederick-owned parks, e.g., mini parks
lacking amenities provide an opportunity
for retooling/repurposing park facilities.

identified locations should be addressed. To
respond to residents’ needs, neighborhood-
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SABLE AVE (CR22)

Johnson Farm Park

AGGREGATE BLVD (CR 7)

5

No Name Creek Park
No Name Creek West Park
Confluence / Creekway Park

Subdivision-owned park without adequate amenities

PINE CONE
E AVE
A E (CR
(C
CR
C
R 20)
20)

Mini Park Access: 1/5-mile access area

Neighborhood Park Access: 1/3-mile access area

Moore Farm Park

Walking routes used to access neighborhood-serving parks

I-25
25

Fox Run Park
Summit View
Estates Park

Raspberry Hill Park

A

A

E

Eagle Valley
Park

(CR 18)

P
W PKWY
LOW
HOLLOW
D
DDING
GODDING

F
Coalridge Park

Westview Park

G

Future Wildflower
Park and Greenway

B

Future Clark Ranch Park

Countryside
Park

Countryside
Mini Park

Future Hidden
Creek Park
Firefighters’ Park

Future Silverstone
Pocket Parks

James M. Crist Park
Centennial Park
(access to
neighborhood-serving
amenities only)
Prairie Greens Park
Future
Silverstone Park

YORK ST
I-25

CR 7

COLORADO BLVD (CR 13)

2
H
HW 52
T HWY
TE
STAT
STATE

GRAND VIEW BLVD (CR 12)

I
Ironworks Park /
Maplewood Park
Carriage Hills Park

J

5)
15
C 15)
(CR

Wyndham Hill Mini Park

H

Savannah Park

CR 16

CR 14

D
RIDGEWAY BLVD

CR 5
C
CR 3 1/4

D

LVER BIRCH BLVD (CR 11)
SILV
SILVER

Y
P
TIPPLE PKWY

C

Residential areas with park gaps

Notes:
* The term, “neighborhood-serving parks” includes neighborhood parks and mini-parks
that have standard park facilities and amenities. This analysis also includes
neighborhood-serving facilities located at specific locations at Centennial Park and
Frederick Recreation Center.
** See companion Table 1 for an analysis of each gap area. This table identifies existing
land uses and other parks and facilities that may be suitable for recreation.

Frederick Recreation Area
(access to
neighborhood-serving
amenities only) CR 18

CR 16 1/2

CR 3

Schools



CR 19

Rinn Valley
Ranch Park

CR
EAST COUNTY LINE RD

Wetland

Roadway

Frederick-owned park without adequate amenities

OXFORD RD

34

Floodplain - High Risk

Weld County Boundary

D BLVD (CR 17)
WHEATLAND

WELD
COUNTY

MINERAL RD

Water Body

Town of Frederick Boundary

Neighborhood-Serving Park Analysis*

CR 20 1/2

Wyndham Hill Park

Planning Area Boundary

Frederick-owned park with neighborhood-serving amenities
SABLE AVE (CR22)
Subdivision-owned park with neighborhood-serving amenities

A PKWY (CR 20)
OSA
ROSA
BELLA RO
B

NIWOT RD

Legend

River / Stream

CR 20 1/2

BOULDER
COUNTY

MAP : NEIGHBORHOODSERVING PARK ACCESS ANALYSIS

FIRESTONE BLVD (CR 24)
CR 15

COLORADO BLVD

AGGREGATE BLVD (CR 7)

KEN PRATT BLVD (CO - 119)

MINERAL RD





(STATE HWY 52)


0LOHV
OHV

m
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Table 4: Service Gaps and Opportunities
ID

Residential Land Use Description

Opportunities

A

Large-lot residential adjacent to industrial
and agricultural uses

Park search opportunity as adjacent development persists

B

Platted/developing single-family
residential

Neighborhood-serving park amenities needed as subdivision develops

C

Platted/developing single-family and
multi-family; large rural lots

Neighborhood-serving park amenities are needed as subdivision develops;
school park ground in proximity

D

Platted/developing residential

Neighborhood-serving park amenities are needed as subdivision develops

E

Suburban single-family residential

Smaller fringe area with a recreation need beyond a 1/3-mile walk;
opportunity to establish neighborhood cut-throughs to access existing parks

F

Large-lot residential

Served by skate park nearby; low density residential

G

Single-family residential

An unserved area on the border of Frederick and Firestone, includes Evanston;
opportunity to provide better access to adjacent parks

H

Single-family residential

School park ground in proximity

parks, and mini parks. Given these standards
the Town will need to develop more
neighborhood parks and add community
park acreage to meet community needs as its
population grows.
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parks standard of 1/3-mile.

adjacent municipalities or visa-versa. While

Mini Parks – Given the low standard of 0.08

the 2010 POST Master plan standard of 4.0

acres per 1,000 residents, mini parks help fill the

acres per 1,000 residents served its entire

LOS gaps left by neighborhood parks. As such,

population at the time, the standard was

Frederick’s current LOS is 1.2 acres per 1,000

reduced to 3.0 acres per 1,000 residents to

residents (Town and HOA-owned), thus reducing

account for the current need.

Table 5: Frederick Parkland Standards and Needs

the overall parkland need by 15.5 acres.
FUTURE NEED
(in acres)
projected buildout
population of
64,865

8.9

n/a

n/a

n/a

40.7

2.8

3.00

2.5

153.9

NEIGHBORHOOD PARKS

44.1

3.1

4.70

23.5

260.8

MINI PARKS

8.7

0.6

0.08

-7.5

-3.5

SPECIAL USE SITES

159.3

11.1

n/a

n/a

n/a

OPEN SPACE

532.8

37.0

n/a

n/a

n/a

TRAILS

21.7

1.5

n/a

n/a

n/a

Town-Owned Parkland Subtotal

935.7

65.1

7.8

18.5

411.2

HOA NEIGHBORHOOD PARKS

13.2

0.9

n/a

-13.2

-13.2

HOA MINI PARKS

8.0

0.6

n/a

-8.0

-8.0

must keep pace with park development to

HOA OPEN SPACE

399.1

27.7

n/a

n/a

n/a

serve its projected population. An assessment

Other Parkland Subtotal

420.3

29.2

4.8

-21.2

of the LOS standards is described for the

Parkland Total

1,356.0

94.3

12.6

Note: Areas highlighted in yellow are existing or developing residential areas that are unserved and need
recreation opportunities as development persists.

only to community parks, neighborhood

future needs given the access to neighborhood

may be served by community parks in

128.5

Neighborhood-serving park amenities are needed as subdivision develops

of service (LOS) parkland standards is applied

residents standard, the Town is on track to meet

lower standard. As such, Frederick residents

COMMUNITY PARKS

Platted/developing single-family
residential

Frederick residents. However, the Town’s level

While this falls short of the 4.7 acres per 1,000

analyzed LOS for community park land at a

REGIONAL PARKS

J

of park land and park opportunities for

currently provides 4.0 acres per 1,000 residents.

Firestone, and Dacono this Master Plan

Frederick LOS
Standards
(acres
per 1,000
residents)

Neighborhood-serving park amenities are needed as subdivisions develops

open space, there appears to be plenty

and HOA-owned neighborhood parks, the Town

Carbon Valley Parks and Recreation District,

Existing
LOS (acres
per 1,000
residents)

Single-family residential; platted/
developing single-family

With 936 acres of parks, trail corridors, and

Neighborhood Parks – Between Town-owned

coordinate sport facilities demand with the

Existing
Park Acres

I

PARK LAND LEVEL OF SERVICE

Community Parks – Given the need to

Table 5 summarizes the additional park land
acreage needed today and by Frederick’s
projected population buildout. The table
provides an assessment of the amount of park
acreage needed per 1,000 residents, based
on the 2010 POST Master Plan and proposed
standards in this document. While the Town
is rich in park land acreage and is currently
meeting the needs of its residents, the Town

following park categories:

PARK TYPE

CURRENT NEED
(in acres) 2019
population of
14,384

Town-Owned Parkland

Other Parkland

-2.7

-21.2
390.1

Note: Areas highlighted in yellow are used to calculate Frederick’s LOS.
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TRAIL CORRIDOR ANALYSIS
There is a strong desire in Frederick for trail
connectivity. However, apart from the Legacy
Trail along Colorado Boulevard, existing trails
are relatively isolated in various subdivisions,
with exception of the subdivisions with trails
spurs that connect to the Legacy Trail. Due
to the Town’s rural history and rapid growth,
its subdivisions are distributed in various
areas around the Town without cohesive
trail connections. As such, the current
development pattern makes it difficult for
most residents west of Interstate 25 to access
more than just their neighborhood by bicycle
or on foot.

Potential Priority Corridors

Trail Gaps

As a measure to assess the proposed major

Through the existing trails analysis, three

trails from the 2010 POST Master Plan and the

residential areas in Frederick were found

2020 Transportation Master Plan, potential

lacking existing trails and/or sidewalks, plus

priority corridors were established to build

limited access to future trails. Although the

a framework that links proposed trails to

areas described as follows – and highlighted

the existing trail network. These corridors

in Map 4 – were identified as areas with trail

represent future opportunities for bicycle

gaps, other areas may also be lacking trail

and pedestrian thoroughfares that establish

connectivity. Appendix D provides a detailed

connectivity through the Town and beyond.

analysis of trail conditions per Frederick

The priority corridors illustrated on Map

residential area.

4 include primary vehicular routes such as
Highway 52 and Aggregate Boulevard, a
chain of open spaces and greenway segments
running north-south through the center of
Town limits, and the Boulder Creek corridor.

Map 4 illustrates the existing and future
Frederick trail system. Proposed major trail
alignments from the 2010 POST Master Plan
that have not yet been implemented are
depicted on the map. While all proposed
trails are important to improve neighborhood

Note: The potential priority corridors include
some segments that are not currently
proposed in the 2010 POST Master Plan.
While some segments were recommended in
the Transportation Master Plan, others were
identified as necessary links to complete a
network.

•

West Central – Residential areas found
here (see Map 4) lack on-street sidewalks
and are disconnected from the Frederick
trail system. However, being comprised
mostly of large-lot rural residential uses
with limited traffic, the area’s streets
are used as walking paths. Yet, the
neighborhoods here are currently limited
to their internal road network. Interstate
25 makes access to east Frederick
difficult and serves as a barrier to travel.
This area would be better served from
a trails perspective if east-to-west trails

were established nearby (e.g. Godding
Hollow, Boulder and Weld County
Ditch). Furthermore, implementing and
expanding on the recommendations from
the 2010 POST Master Plan will better
connect these neighborhoods by trails.
•

East Central – This area is just steps
away from Downtown Frederick and
lacks adequate active transportation
infrastructure. Many of the roads do not
offer on-street sidewalks, and dead ends
without pedestrian cut-throughs are
common. Regardless, opportunities exist
to connect pedestrians and bicyclists to
existing and proposed trails in the area.

•

South East – This area has very few onstreet sidewalks to connect to adjacent
trails. Yet, a wide sidewalk on Frederick
Way does connect to the existing trails
north and provides an opportunity to
connect to the proposed trail along
State Highway 52. Another opportunity
providing better trail access may be to
link this developing area to Centennial
Park (e.g. via Frederick Way, through the
developing community west of Frederick
Way).

connectivity, some area are devoid of existing
or proposed trails (see Trail Gaps section
below). Furthermore, long linear corridors
that connect multiple places together are
emphasized as potential priorities within the
existing and proposed trail framework, which
is guided by the Transportation Master Plan
(see Potential Priority Corridors section on the
next page).
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Figure 8: POST Vision Framework

Comprehensive Plan POST Goal Topics

Vision Framework

The POST Vision Framework was built from the
Comprehensive Plan’s framework and incorporates
the following goal topics and objectives:

The priorities, values and aspirations for the

TRANSPORTATION & MOBILITY

the Parks, Open Space, and Trails Master Plan.

•

Require developers to include internal
trails

Town of Frederick are the guiding forces for

and input received from the community,
these values and aspirations were integrated

Creat e regional trail connections (e.g.
Colorado Front Range Trail)

•

Provide non-motorized neighborhood
connectivity

Master Plan and are aligned with the Frederick

•

Ensure trails are well-maintained for
safety and functionality

The vision framework includes the following

into a vision framework, see Figure 8. These
elements provide the foundation for the

Equip with appropriate funding
and staffing levels to maintain park
facilities

•

Develop active, programmed park
space as the Town grows

•

Provide access by all transportation
modes

•

Establish and maintain open space
areas between Frederick and
neighboring communities

•

•

•
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Values: The qualities and ideals that guide our
POST system.

GOAL A: TrailConnected Places

GOAL B:
Recreation Variety

GOAL C: NatureBased Opportunities

Establish a connected system
of well-maintained, high quality
trails for all Frederick residents.

Provide and update park
facilities to meet evolving
community recreation needs.

Establish native habitats and
encourage nature-based education
in parks and open spaces.

Vision: Frederick’s aspirations for parks, open
space, and trails. This vision paints a picture of
the POST system the Town wants to achieve.
Goals: Directions for long-range change.
Goals represent the Town’s overarching
directions for the park and recreation system.
Policies: Specific and measurable outcomes
that contribute to achieving our goals.

Ensure parkland reflects increases
in the local population to maintain
the target level-of-service

Objectives provide policy-level guidance on

Establish/maintain joint-use
agreements with CVPRD and
School District

initiatives that will achieve the stated goal.

Link all parks and open space
facilities via the Town’s trail
system

of the POST Master Plan.

FREDERICK POST MASTER PLAN

We aspire to create a safe, interconnected, and welcoming
Town that is well-served by parks, open spaces, and trails
that promote and protect Frederick’s heritage, greenspace,
economic vitality, and neighborhood cohesiveness.

Comprehensive Plan.

elements:

•

Safe | Bikeable/Walkable | Friendly/Welcoming | Interconnected | Playful
Natural | Healthy | Peaceful/Quiet | High-quality | Protecting/Preserving

Through meetings with the POST Commission

•

PARKS, RECREATION & OPEN SPACE

Frederick Parks, Open Space, and Trails

key elements of the Town’s five goals.
Recommendations: Specific activities and
Recommendations describe the site-specific
projects that are needed to achieve the goals

GOAL D: Character,
Identity and Placemaking

GOAL E: Maintenance
and Management

GOAL F: Stewardship
and Collaboration

Create a park, open space and trail
system that contributes to Frederick’s
image, beauty, and sense of place.

Ensure quality parks, open
space, and trails through
sound management.

Foster care and relationships to
improve POST assets, facilities,
and natural resources.

POLICIES

RECOMMENDATIONS

See Chapter 4: Systemwide Goals and Policies

See Chapter 5: Recommendations
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